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About This Game

Turbo Pug is back! And this time, he's three dimensional!
Join Turbo Pug and friends, sprint your way through a randomly generated voxel world with scaling difficulty.

Turbo Pug 3D - Fast paced, casual fun.

Key Features:

Enjoy the popular Turbo Pug fast paced, timing based, runner game-play style in a whole new way!

Delve into a randomly generated 3D voxel world

Grab Pug coins and unlock new characters and hats!

Equip hats on different characters

Global leaderboards - 'Daily' and 'All time'

A stunning day/night cycle
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fun rts\/space settlement sim. Really Enjoyed Playing This Amazing Game!. this game ♥♥♥♥tared 1st boss lvl. I was worried
in the beginning, BUT ! the game gets u in ...................... :). at least its not made by EA.. This is a gorgeous yuri game! The art,
voice acting, and music are all fantastic. This is a must-play for fans of the genre. I'm already halfway through the second game
and I'm hooked. I hope JAST USA localizes the rest of this series!. Good game. Superb sense of humor.
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its fun and you can injoy it with your friends
. Here is a quick summary of the game.

MC Hammer teaches Martial Arts.. I am totally impressed with this route, the scenery, roads, buildings etc are extremely well
modelled. I love the Graffitti.. This game is awesome I mean duh its an Early Access game so um perfection is not here,
however, this is not going to change I can feel the game improving and it is very addictive because it gives you the thrill of a BR
game at the same time you can be very casual with it. Fortnite has its strategy with building and PuBG has its massive landscape
well this game has very fun ways to kill ppl and to give a gamer a break from the try-hards. If you do happen to find try hards
well then just grab a van and run them over um yes!!!. Nice little game, reminded me of oldschool shoot'em up wave-shooters.
I wish there was survival mode, though.
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